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Ball Pressure test is an important experiment which assesses the heat endurance 
of thermoplastic materials in lots of product safety standards. Ball pressure test pass 
or not is related to the size of indentation. The indentation is obtained by the 
pressure on the sample which was exerted by the ball pressure apparatus in the 
heating box. In national standard, The maximum diameter of indentation should not 
exceed 2.0mm. The test result is determined by the valid diameter of indentation at 
the tangent points, not the complete indentation.  
At present most tests are measured by vernier caliper under the microscope. 
This method based on personal experience, less efficient and prone to error. In view 
of this, the paper presents a measurement based on visual inspection and digital 
image processing. This method is to get a clear picture of the indentation through the 
Image acquisition system. And then input the picture into computer to process and 
achieve measurement by extracting Indentation edge rapidly and effectively. As for 
the inspection of ball pressure indentation, the subjects mainly focus on the 
following aspects: 
1、This paper introduced the detection principle of image measurement 
technology and background of ball pressure test indentation size measurement. 
Besides, The structure of the inspecting system was developed, a suitable lighting 
and image acquisition system were designed, the selection principles and parameter 
configuration of image acquisition equipment  were described in detail, and the 
physical experimental system and research ideas were given. 
2、After analyzing and comparing various classic algorithms in image 
processing, median filtering、histogram contrast linear transformation、OTSU 
segmentation、canny edge detection algorithm and morphological post-processing 
were chosen as the main algorithms which had proved the efficiency and feasibility 

















indentation size measurement. 
3、As for the processed indentation image，combined the quickness of point 
hough transformation with the precision of sub-pixel，presented circle sub-pixel 
inspection algorithm based on point hough transformation to detect center location 
and diameter,at last we scale the measurement results. 
4、A lot of repeatability tests and measuring stability tests have been done,at the 
same time, the accuracy of system was verified by using the method of reverse 
engineering algorithm, the error sources of detection system was analyzed 
comprehensive and effective research direction of reduce errors was put forward, all 
these would make preparations for the latter system improvement. At last, the 
program interface was introduced simply. 
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